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Combinatorial Design of Key Distribution

Mechanisms for Wireless Sensor Networks
Seyit A. Çamtepe, B̈ulent Yener

Abstract— Key distribution is one of the most chal-
lenging security issues in wireless sensor networks
where sensor nodes are randomly scattered over a
hostile territory. In such a sensor deployment scenario,
there will be no prior knowledge of post deployment
configuration. For security solutions requiring pairwise
keys, it is impossible to decide how to distribute key
pairs to sensor nodes before the deployment. Existing
approaches to this solution are to assign more than
one key, namely a key-chain, to each node. Key-chains
are randomly drawn from a key-pool. Either two
neighboring nodes have a key in common in their key-
chain, or there is a path, called key-path, among these
two nodes where each pair of neighboring nodes on this
path has a key in common. Problem in such a solution
is to decide on the key-chain size and key-pool size so
that every pair of nodes can establish a session key
directly or through a path with high probability. The
size of the key-path is the key factor for the efficiency
of the design. This paper presents novel,deterministic

and hybrid approaches based onCombinatorial Design

for key distribution. In particular, several block design

techniques are considered for generating the key-chains
and the key-pools.

Comparison to probabilistic schemes shows that our
combinatorial approach produces better connectivity
with smaller key-chain sizes.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

In this work, we consider a sensor network in

which sensor nodes need to communicate with each

other for data processing and routing. We assume that

the sensor nodes are distributed to the target area in

large numbers and their location within this area is

determined randomly. These type of sensor networks

are typically deployed in adversarial environments,

including military applications where a large number

of sensors may be dropped from airplanes.

The security between a pair of sensor nodes re-

quires establishment of a pairwisesecret key. A key

pre-distribution scheme is required where keys are

uploaded to sensors before the deployment. Since the

network topology is unknown prior to deployment, the

keys loaded into the sensors must be carefully selected

so to increase the probability that two neighboring

sensor nodes have at least one key in common. Nodes

that do not share a key directly may use a path

where each pair of nodes on the path shares a key.

The average length of this path, calledaverage key-

path, is an important performance metric and design

consideration.

The common approach is to assign each sensor

node multiple keys,randomlydrawn from a key-pool,

to construct akey-chain to ensure that either two

neighbor nodes have a key in common in their key-

chain, or there is a key-path. Thus the challenge is

to decide on the key-chain size and key pool size so

that every pair of nodes can establish a session key

directly or through a path.
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Eschenaueret al. [9] propose arandom key pre-

distribution schemewhere tens to hundreds of keys

are uploaded to sensors before the deployment. In

their solution, initially a large key pool ofP and

the key identities are generated. For each sensor,k

keys are randomly drawn from the key-poolP without

replacement. Thesek keys and their identities form

a key-chain which is loaded in to memory of the

sensor node. Two neighboring nodes compare list of

identities of keys in their key-chain. Since only the

identities are exchanged, this process can take place

without any privacy mechanism. Eschenaueret al.

also propose to employMerkle Puzzle[13] similar

approach to secure key identities. After key identity

exchange, common key(s) are used to secure the link

in between two sensor nodes. It may be the case that

some of the neighboring nodes may not be able to

find a key in common. These nodes may communicate

securely through other nodes, through other secured

links. It is very important to select correct values

for key-chain size and key-pool size so that graph

generated after key distribution is connected. Chanet

al. [3] propose a modification to the basic scheme

of Eschenaueret al. [9]. They increase the amount of

key overlap required for key-setup. That is,q common

keys are needed instead of one to be able to secure

the communication between two neighboring nodes.

Random-pairwise key schemein [3], is a modifica-

tion of the pairwise key scheme. It is based onErdos

and Renyi’swork; to achieve probabilityp of any two

nodes are connected, in a network ofn nodes, each

node needs only to store a random set ofnp pairwise

keys instead ofn− 1. Slijepcevicet al. [17] propose

that each sensor node shares a list of master keys, a

random function and a seed. Every sensor uses shared

random function and shared seed to select a network

wise or group wise master key.

In [16], [23], [6], [7], [4], [2] a network archi-

tecture where there are one or more base-stations

is considered. These base-stations are considered as

powerful in resource and sensor nodes are clustered

around them. Each sensor node shares a key with each

base-station to secure sensor node to base-station and

base-station to sensor node unicast communication.

Authentication mechanism for the broadcasts from

base-station to sensor nodes is considered in [16],

[6], [7], [12], [4]. They propose modified versions

of TESLAwhere a verifiable key, which is used to

encrypt a message, is disclosed later then the message

broadcasted.

A. Our Contributions and Organization of this Work

The main contribution of this work is thedeter-

ministicandhybrid approaches to the key distribution

problem. In particular, we bring in a novel construc-

tion methodology fromCombinatorial Design Theory

to address this problem. Although there are some ap-

plications of Combinatorial Designs in cryptography

[19], [20], [21], and in network design [25], [22], best

to our knowledge this work is the first to apply design

theory to key distribution. Our analysis indicate that

deterministic approach has strong advantages over the

randomized ones since it (i) increases the probability

that two nodes will share a key, and (ii) decreases the

key-path length.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section II

we provide a brief background to the combinatorial

designs used in this work without exceeding the scope

of this paper. In Section III we introduce our key dis-

tribution construction and explain the mapping from

design theory to this practical problem. In Section

IV we address scalability issues. In Section V, we

present our analysis and comparison with randomized

methods. Finally, in Section VI we conclude.

II. BACKGROUND ON COMBINATORIAL DESIGNS

A Balanced Incomplete Block Design (BIBD)is an

arrangement ofv distinct objects intob blocks such

that each block contains exactlyk distinct objects,
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each object occurs in exactlyr different blocks, and

every pair of distinct objects occurs together in exactly

λ blocks. The design can be expressed as(v, k, λ), or

equivalently(v, b, r, k, λ), where:

λ (v − 1) = r (k − 1)
b k = v r

A. Symmetric BIBD

A BIBD is called Symmetric BIBDor Symmetric

Design when b = v and thereforer = k [5], [1],

[10], [24]. A Symmetric Designhas four properties:

every block containsk = r elements, every element

occurs inr = k blocks, every pair of elements occurs

in λ blocks and every pair of blocks intersects inλ

elements.

Example 1: Consider(v, k, λ) = (7, 3, 1), or equiv-

alently (v, b, r, k, λ) = (7, 7, 3, 3, 1), Symmetric De-

sign. Let S = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7} be the set of|S| =
v = 7 objects. There areb = 7 blocks such that each

block containsk = 3 objects. Every object occurs in

r = 3 blocks. Every pair of distinct objects occurs in

λ = 1 blocks and every pair of blocks intersects in

λ = 1 objects. The blocks of theSymmetric Design

are:

{1, 2, 3} {1, 4, 5} {1, 6, 7} {2, 4, 6}
{2, 5, 7} {3, 4, 7} {3, 5, 6}

In this paper, we are interested in a subset of

Symmetric Designs, called aFinite Projective Plane.

A Finite Projective Planeconsists of a finite setP

of points and a set of subsets ofP , called lines. For

an integern where n ≥ 2, Finite Projective Plane

of ordern has four properties: (i) every line contains

exactlyn+1 points, (ii) every point occurs on exactly

n + 1 lines, (iii) there are exactlyn2 + n + 1 points,

and (iv) there are exactlyn2 + n + 1 lines. If we

consider lines as blocks and points as objects, then

a Finite Projective Planeof order n is a Symmetric

Designwith parameters(n2 +n+1, n+1, 1) [5], [1].

Given a block designD = (v, k, λ) with a setS of

|S| = v objects andB = {B1, B2, . . . , Bb} of |B| = b

blocks where each block includes exactlyk objects,

Complementary DesignD has the complement blocks

Bi = S − Bi as its blocks for1 ≤ i ≤ b. D is a

block design with parameters(v, b, b − r, v − k, b −
2r + λ) where(b− 2r + λ > 0) [1, Theorem 1.1.6].

If D = (v, k, λ) is a Symmetric Design, then D =
(v, v − k, v − 2r + λ) is also aSymmetric Design[1,

Corollary 1.1.7].

Example 2: Consider Symmetric DesignD =
(v, k, λ) = (7, 3, 1) of Example-1. Complementary

Design of this design isD = (v, v− k, b− 2r + λ) =
(7, 4, 2). Given the same setS of |S| = v = 7
objects, there areb = 7 blocks such that each block

containsv − k = 4 objects. Every object occurs in

b−r = 4 blocks. Every pair of distinct objects occurs

in b − 2r + λ = 2 blocks and every pair of blocks

intersects inb−2r+λ = 2 objects. The blocks of the

Complementary Designare:

{4, 5, 6, 7} {2, 3, 6, 7} {2, 3, 4, 5} {1, 3, 5, 7}
{1, 3, 4, 6} {1, 2, 5, 6} {1, 2, 4, 7}

B. Finite Generalized Quadrangle

A Finite Generalized Quadrangle (GQ)is an in-

cidence structureS = (P,B, I) where P and B

are disjoint and nonempty sets of points and lines

respectively, and for whichI is a symmetric point-line

incidence relation satisfying the following axiom:

1) Each point is incident witht + 1 lines (t ≥ 1) and

two distinct points are incident at most one line,

2) Each line is incident withs + 1 points (s ≥ 1) and

two distinct lines are incident with at most one point,

3) If x is a point andL is a line not incident (I) with

x, then there is a unique pair(y, M) ∈ PXB for

which x I M I y I L.

In this work, we are interested in three known GQ’s as

defined in [14], [8], [11], [15]: two GQs are from the

Projective SpacePG(4, q) and PG(5, q) of order q,

third one is fromPG(4, q2) of orderq2. Let function
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f be an irreducible binary quadratic, then the three

GQs can be defined as follows:

1) GQ(s, t) = GQ(q, q) from PG(4, q) with canonical

equationx2
0 + x1x2 + x3x4 = 0 :

GQ(q, q) ⇒

{
s = t = q

v = b = (q + 1)(q2 + 1)

2) GQ(s, t) = GQ(q, q2) from PG(5, q) with canoni-

cal equationf(x0, x1) + x2x3 + x4x5 = 0 :

GQ(q, q2) ⇒


s = q

t = q2

v = (q + 1)(q3 + 1)
b = (q2 + 1)(q3 + 1)

3) GQ(s, t) = GQ(q2, q3) from PG(4, q2) with canon-

ical equationxq+1
0 + xq+1

1 + ... + xq+1
d = 0 :

GQ(q2,q3) ⇒


s = q2

t = q3

v = (q2 + 1)(q5 + 1)
b = (q3 + 1)(q5 + 1)

ConsiderGQ(s, t) = GQ(q, q) where s = t = q.

We can consider lines as blocks and points as objects

meaning that there arev = b = (q+1)(q2 +1) blocks

and objects where each block containss + 1 = q + 1
objects and where each object is contained int+1 =
q + 1 blocks.

Example 3: ConsiderGQ(s, t) = GQ(2, 2) for q = 2.

There arev = b = 15 blocks and objects where each

block containss + 1 = 3 objects and where each

object is contained int + 1 = 3 blocks. Assume that

S = {0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14} is the

set of objects, then the blocks are:

{0, 3, 4} {0, 7, 8} {0, 11, 12} {1, 3, 5} {1, 7, 9}
{1, 11, 13} {2, 3, 6} {2, 7, 10} {2, 11, 14} {4, 9, 14}
{4, 10, 13} {5, 8, 14} {5, 10, 12} {6, 8, 13} {6, 9, 12}

Consider blocks{0, 3, 4} and {1, 7, 9}. They don’t

share an object, but there are three other blocks

that share an object with both: (i) block{0, 7, 8} by

sharing objects0 and7, (ii) block {1, 3, 5} by sharing

objects3 and 1, and (iii) block {4, 9, 14} by sharing

objects4 and9.

Example 4:ConsiderGQ(s, t) = GQ(2, 2) design of

Example-3. Complementary Designof this design will

haveb = 15 blocks where each block hasv−s−1 =
12 objects.

{1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}
{1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13, 14}
{0, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}
{0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}
{0, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14}
{0, 1, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14}
{0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14}
{0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13}
{0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13}
{0, 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 14}
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13}
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 13, 14}
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 14}
{0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14}

III. C OMBINATORIAL DESIGN TOKEY

DISTRIBUTION

In the following two sections, we describe how

Symmetric DesignsandGeneralized Quadranglesare

used to generate key-chains for the sensors in a sensor

network.

A. Mapping from Symmetric Design to Key Distribu-

tion

In this work, we are interested inFinite Projective

Planeof ordern which is aSymmetric Design (Sym-

metric BIBD)with parameters(n2 + n + 1, n + 1, 1).

1) Mapping: We assume a distributed sensor net-

work where there areN sensor nodes. Sensor nodes

communicate with each other and require pairwise

keys to secure their communication. Each sensor has

a key-chainof K keys which is stored to its ROM

before the deployment. Keys are selected from a set

P of key-pool. To secure the communication between

them, a pair of sensor nodes need to haveχ keys in

common in their key-chain. Based on this, we define

mapping given in Table-I
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Symmetric Design Key Distribution

Object Set (S) → Key-Pool (P )

Object Set Size (|S| = v = n2 + n + 1) → Key-Pool Size (|P |)
Blocks → Key-Chains

Number of Blocks (b = n2 + n + 1) → Number of Key-Chains (N )

Number of Blocks (b = n2 + n + 1) → Number of Sensor Nodes (N )

Number of Objects in a Block (k = n + 1) → Number of Keys in a Key-Chain (K)

Number of Blocks that an Object is in (r = n + 1) → Number of Key-Chains that a Key is in

Two Blocks share (λ = 1) Objects → Two Key-Chains share (χ) Keys
TABLE I

Mapping from Symmetric Design to Key Distribution

For a sensor network ofN nodes, with total ofN

key-chains, a Symmetric Design withb ≥ N blocks

needs to be constructed by using setS with |S| =
v = b objects. That means,b = v = n2 + n + 1 ≥ N

for a prime powern [5], [1]. Each object inS can

be associated with a distinct random key, and each

block can be used as a key-chain. That providesb ≥
N key-chains each havingK = k = n + 1 keys.

Symmetric Design guarantees that any pair of blocks

hasλ objects in common, meaning that any pair of

key-chains, or equivalently sensor nodes, hasχ = λ

keys in common.

2) Construction:There are several methods to con-
structSymmetric Designsof the form(n2 +n+1, n+
1, 1). In this project, we use acomplete setof (n−1)
Mutually Orthogonal Latin Squares (MOLS). A Latin
Squareon n symbols is ann×n array such that each
of the n symbols occurs exactly once in each row
and each column. The numbern is called theorder
of the square. If A = (aij) and B = (bij) are any
two n × n arrays, thejoin of A and B is an × n

array whose(i, j)th element is the pair(aij , bij). The
Latin SquaresA and B of order n are Orthogonal
if all entries of the join of A and B are distinct.
Latin SquaresA1, A2, ..., Ar areMutually Orthogonal
(MOLS) if they are orthogonal in pairs. For prime
powern, a set of (n− 1) MOLS of ordern is called
a Complete Set[5], [1]. A complete set of (n − 1)
MOLS can be used to constructAffine Planeof order
n which is an(n2, n, 1) design.Affine Planeof order

n can be converted toProjective Planeof order n
which is a(n2+n+1, n+1, 1) Symmetric Design. The
construction algorithm can be summarized as follows:

1) Given a network size ofN, find a prime power n

wheren2 + n + 1 ≥ N ,

2) Generate a complete set of(n− 1) MOLS of order

n [1, Theorem 5.1.1],

3) Construct the Affine Plane of ordern from the MOLS

[1, Theorem 1.3.5],

4) Construct the Projective Plane of ordern from the

Affine Plane [1, Theorem 1.2.5].

3) Analysis: Symmetric Design has a very nice

property that, any pair of blocks shares exactly one

object. Probability of key share between any pair of

nodes isPSY M = 1, so thatAverage Key Path Length

is 1.

Symmetric Design of the form(n2+n+1, n+1, 1)
is not a scalable solution itself. Given a fixed key-

chain sizek = n + 1, it can support network sizes of

N whereN ≤ n2 + n + 1. For networks smaller than

n2+n+1, simply some of blocks may not be used still

preserving key sharing probabilityPSY M = 1. For the

networks whereN > n2 +n+1, key-chain size must

be increased, that is,n must be increased to next prime

power. Due to the memory limitations in a sensor

node, this may not be a good solution. Moreover,

such an increase inn may produce designs which

can support much bigger networks than required. In

probabilistic key distribution schemes, it is always
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possible to increase size of key-pool for a fixed key-

chain size to increase the number of key-chains. But,

such an approach sacrifices key share probability and

requires better connectivity at underlying physical

network. It is possible to merge deterministic and

probabilistic designs to inherit advantages of both.

Later in Section-IV, we proposeHybrid of Symmetric

and Probabilistic Designs to cope with scalability

problems. basically, we usen2 + n + 1 blocks of the

Symmetric Design and select uniformly at random

remaining N − (n2 + n + 1) blocks among the

(k = n+1)-subsets of the Complementary Symmetric

Design.

B. Mapping from Generalized Quadrangles to Key

Distribution

In this work, we are interested in three known

GQ(s, t): GQ(q, q), GQ(q, q2) and GQ(q2, q3).
Table-II gives details about their parameters.

1) Mapping: Consider a sensor network ofN

nodes where each node requires akey-chainhaving

K keys coming from akey-poolP . Assume also that,

not all pairs of neighboring nodes need to share a key

directly, they can communicate through a secure path

on which every pair of neighboring nodes shares a

key. GQ can be used to generate key-chains for such

networks. Namely, points in GQ can be considered as

the keys and lines as the key-chains. Mapping between

GQ and Key Distribution is given in Table-III.

In GQ, there are(t + 1) lines passing through a

point, and a line has(s + 1) points. That means, a

line shares a point with exactlyt(s + 1) other lines.

Moreover, if two lines, say linesA andB, do not share

a point, then for each pointptA on line A, there is

a point ptB on line B such that there exist a lineC

passing through both pointsptA andptB. That means,

if two lines A andB do not share a point, there are

(s + 1) distinct lines which share a point with both

linesA andB. In terms of Key Distribution, it means

that, a block shares a key witht(s + 1) other blocks.

Additionally, if two blocks do not share a key, there

are (s + 1) other blocks sharing a key with both.

2) Construction:The threeGQ(s, t)’s used in this

work are incidence relations between points and lines

in a Projective SpacePG(d, q) and PG(d, q2) with

dimensiond. Points of the space are vectors with

(d+1) elements of the form(x0, x1, x2, . . . , xd) where

xi < q for PG(d, q) andxi < q2 for PG(d, q2). They

hold the projective plane equations given in Table-IV.

We use irreducible binary quadraticf(x0, x1) =
dx2

0 + x0x1 + x2
1 for GQ(q, q2) as given in Table-

IV. Our construction algorithm can be summarized as

follows:

1) Given network size ofN, find a prime power q where:

b = q3 + q2 + q + 1 ≥ N for GQ(q, q)
b = q5 + q3 + q2 + 1 ≥ N for GQ(q, q2)
b = q8 + q5 + q3 + 1 ≥ N for GQ(q2, q3).

2) Find all points in Projective SpacePG(4, q) for

GQ(q, q), PG(5, q) for GQ(q, q2) and PG(4, q2)
for GQ(q2, q3). That is, find all points holding given

canonical equation.

3) Construct bilinear groups of sizes+1 from v points,

that is, finds+1 points which are on the same line.

Note that each point is incident tot + 1 lines.

3) Analysis: In a GQ(s, t), there areb = (t +
1)(st + 1) lines and a line intersects witht(s + 1)
other lines. Thus, in a design generated from a GQ,

a block shares an object witht(s + 1) other blocks.

Probability PGQ that two blocks shares at least one

object, or equivalently, probabilityPGQ that a pair of

nodes share at least one key is:

PGQ =
t(s + 1)

b
=

t(s + 1)
(t + 1)(st + 1)

.

Table-V lists key share probabilities for the three GQ.

Comparison of Symmetric and GQ Designs for Key

Distribution: We are interested in five metrics when

comparing the designs: (i) object share, the number of

objects shared between any pair of blocks, (ii) block
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GQ(s,t) s t b v

GQ(q, q) q q q3 + q2 + q + 1 q3 + q2 + q + 1
GQ(q, q2) q q2 q5 + q3 + q2 + 1 q4 + q3 + q + 1
GQ(q2, q3) q2 q3 q8 + q5 + q3 + 1 q7 + q5 + q2 + 1

TABLE II

The GQ(s, t) parameters.

Generalized QuadrangleGQ(s, t) Key Distribution

Point Set (P ) → Key-Pool (P )

Point Set Size (|S| = v = (s + 1)(st + 1)) → Key-Pool Size (|P |)
Line Set (B) → Key-Chains

Number of Lines (|B| = b = (t + 1)(st + 1)) → Number of Key-Chains (N )

Number of Lines (|B| = b = (t + 1)(st + 1)) → Number of Sensor Nodes (N )

Number of Points on a Line (s + 1) → Number of Keys in a Key-Chain (K)

Number of Lines that a Point is incident (t + 1) → Number of Key-Chains that a Key is in

Two Lines share (≤ 1) points → Two Key-Chains share (χ) Keys
TABLE III

Mapping from GQ to Key Distribution

GQ PG Points Canonical Equation for PG

GQ(q, q) PG(4, q) (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) x2
0 + x1x2 + x3x4 = 0

GQ(q, q2) PG(5, q) (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4, x5) f(x0, x1) + x2x3 + x4x5 = 0
GQ(q2, q3) PG(4, q2) (x0, x1, x2, x3, x4) xq+1

0 + xq+1
1 + xq+1

2 + xq+1
3 + xq+1

4 = 0
TABLE IV

Projective Space equations

GQ Pairwise Key Sharing Probability

GQ(q, q) PQQ = q2+q
q3+q2+q+1

GQ(q, q2) PQQ2 = q3+q2

q5+q3+q2+1

GQ(q2, q3) PQ2Q3 = q5+q3

q8+q5+q3+1
TABLE V

Pairwise Key Sharing Probabilities

size, the number of objects in a block, (iii) object-

pool size, the number of objects in the key-pool, (iv)

number of blocks, and (v) scalability of the design.

In turns of object share, Symmetric Design guar-

antees exactly one common object between any pair

of blocks. In GQ, any pair of blocks may either

directly share an object or, shares an object through a

third block. When object-pool size, number of blocks

and block size parameters are fixed, Probabilistic key

distribution scheme performs worst among all. In

Section-V we provide detailed comparisons of object

share probabilities among all designs.

In turns of object-pool size and number of blocks,
with the same block size, GQ makes use of a larger
object-pool and generates more blocks than Symmet-
ric Design. Probabilistic key distribution scheme can
make use of any object-pool size to create any number
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of blocks. For the block size ofk = q+1 and a prime
numberq:

• GQ(q, q) generatesq3 + q2 + q + 1 blocks by using

object-pool of sizeq3 + q2 + q + 1,

• GQ(q, q2) generatesq5 + q3 + q2 +1 blocks by using

object-pool of sizeq4 + q3 + q + 1,

• Symmetric Design generatesq2+q+1 blocks by using

object-pool of sizeq2 + q + 1.

Moreover, for the block size ofk = q2 + 1 and a
prime numberq:

• GQ(q2, q3) generatesq8+q5+q3+1 blocks by using

object-pool of sizeq7 + q5 + q2 + 1,

• Symmetric Design generates(q2)2 + q2 +1 blocks by

using object-pool of size(q2)2 + q2 + 1.

Probabilistic key distribution is the most scalable

solution. But it must be kept in mind that, use of

very small object-pool increases the probability of

object share between any pair of blocks by decreasing

the security in that; number of the objects (keys)

need to be discovered by the adversary decreases.

Similarly, use of very large object pool decreases

the probability of object share between any pair of

blocks by increasing the security. Therefore scalability

of probabilistic key distribution scheme is usable up

to some degree. Next, in Section-IV, we propose

Hybrid Symmetric and GQ Designs which provide

solutions as scalable as probabilistic key distribution

schemes, yet taking advantages of underlying GQ and

Symmetric Designs.

IV. H YBRID DESIGNS FORSCALABLE KEY

DISTRIBUTIONS

The main drawback of the combinatorial approach

comes from the difficulty of their construction. Given

a desired number of sensor nodes or a desired number

of keys in the pool, we may not be able to construct

a combinatorial design for the target parameters.

In this work, we present a novel approach called

Hybrid Design which combines deterministic and

probabilistic constructions of the original design. We

will consider two Hybrid Designs:Hybrid Symmetric

Design and Hybrid GQ Design. By using Symmet-

ric or GQ Design and its complement, we preserve

useful properties of combinatorial design yet taking

advantage of flexibility and scalability of probabilistic

approaches to support any network sizes.

A. Mapping

Consider a sensor network where there areN

nodes, thereforeN key-chains are required. Due to

memory limitations, key-chains can have at mostK

keys coming from key-poolP . We can employ Hybrid

Design for the cases where there is no known com-

binatorial design technique to generate design with

N nodes for the given key-chain sizeK. Basically,

Hybrid Design finds largest prime powern such that

k ≤ K and generatesN blocks of sizek where

objects come from object setS of size|S| = v. Theb

of N blocks are generated by base Symmetric or GQ

Design andN−b blocks are randomly selected among

k-subsets of the Complementary Design blocks. We

define mappings as in Table-VII.

B. Construction

For a given key-chain sizeK and network size

N , Hybrid Design first generates the Base Symmet-

ric or GQ DesignD with largest possible prime

power n where k ≤ K. Base Symmetric or GQ

Design D generatesb blocks of sizek. Table-VI

lists the relation between block sizek and number

of blocks b for the prime powern. Next step is to

generate Complementary DesignD where there are

b blocks of sizev − k. Table-VI lists the parameters

of the Complementary Designs. Due to the fact that

v − k > k for Symmetric and GQ designs, blocks

of the Complementary Design can not be used as

the key-chains, but their subsets can. To scale the

base design up to given network size, Hybrid Design
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Design k r b v

Symmetric n + 1 n + 1 n2 + n + 1 n2 + n + 1
Complementary Symmetric n2 n2 n2 + n + 1 n2 + n + 1
GQ(n, n) n + 1 n + 1 n3 + n2 + n + 1 n3 + n2 + n + 1
Complementary GQ(n, n) n3 + n2 n3 + n2 n3 + n2 + n + 1 n3 + n2 + n + 1
GQ(n, n2) n + 1 n2 + 1 n5 + n3 + n2 + 1 n4 + n3 + n + 1
Complementary GQ(n, n2) n4 + n3 n5 + n3 n5 + n3 + n2 + 1 n4 + n3 + n + 1
GQ(n2, n3) n2 + 1 n3 + 1 n8 + n5 + n3 + 1 n7 + n5 + n2 + 1
Complementary GQ(n2, n3) n7 + n5 n8 + n5 n8 + n5 + n3 + 1 n7 + n5 + n2 + 1

TABLE VI

Parameters k, r, v, b for Symmetric, GQ and their Complementary Designs

Hybrid Symmetric Design Key Distribution

Object Set (S) → Key-Pool (P )

Object Set Size (|S| = v) → Key-Pool Size (|P |)
Blocks of base design and selected → Key-Chains

(k)-subsets from Complementary Design

Number of blocks from base design (b) + → Number of Key-Chains (N )

Number of selected (k)-subsets (N − b)

Number of blocks from base design (b) + → Number of Sensor Nodes (N )

Number of selected (k)-subsets (N − b)

Number of Objects in a Block (k ≤ K) → Number of Keys in a Key-Chain (K)

Two Blocks share zero or more Objects → Two Key-Chains share (χ) Keys
TABLE VII

Mapping from Hybrid Design to Key Distribution

randomly selects remainingN−b blocks uniformly at

random amongk-subsets of Complementary Design

blocks. Selectedk-subsets (blocks) along with the

blocks of the base design can be used to support

network of sizeN . Algorithm can be summarized as

follows:

1) Given N sensor nodes where each can store key-

chain of sizeK, find largest possible prime powern

such thatk ≤ K for k values given in Table-VI.

2) Generate base design (Symmetric or GQ)D:

• Generate object poolP = {a1, a2, ..., av} of

sizev,

• Generate blocksB = {B1, B2, . . . , Bb} where

|Bi| = k for 1 ≤ i ≤ b.

3) Generate Complementary DesignD from the base

design:

• Generate blocksB = {B1, B2, . . . , Bb} where

Bi = P − Bi and |Bi| = v − k for 1 ≤ i ≤ b.

Block Bi includes all objects ofP not included

in the corresponding blockBi of base design.

4) GenerateN − b blocks H = {H1,H2, . . . ,HN−b},
from Complementary Design where|Hi| = k for

1 ≤ i ≤ N − b :

• Consider all k-subsets of all Complementary

Design blocks inB,

• Randomly selectN − b subsets to generate the

setH,

• For each selectedk-subset, check all blocks of

base design inB and all blocks generated so far

in H, accept if it does not exist.

5) Blocks of Hybrid Design areB ∪H.

Example 5: Assume that we would like to generate

key-chains for a network withN = 10 nodes. Assume
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also that nodes have very limited memories, so that

they can store at mostK = 3 keys in their key-chains.

Hybrid Symmetric Design can be used to generate

design for this network. Symmetric Design(v, k, λ) =
(7, 3, 1) of Example-1can be used as the base design

to generateb = 7 blocks out ofv = 7 objects where

block size isk = 3. Blocks of Symmetric Design form

the set B={{1,2,3}, {1,4,5}, {1,6,7}, {2,4,6}, {2,5,7},
{3,4,7}, {3,5,6}}. RemainingN − b = 3 blocks are

selected uniformly at random among the 3-subsets of

the Complementary Symmetric Design blocks. The

blocks of the Complementary Symmetric DesignD =
(v, v−k, b−2r+λ) = (7, 4, 2) is given inExample-2.

Assume that selected blocks are{4,5,6}, {2,3,6} and

{1,5,7} which are the 3-subsets of the sets{4,5,6,7},
{2,3,6,7} and{1,3,5,7} respectively. These blocks (3-

subsets) form the set H={{4,5,6}, {2,3,6}, {1,5,7}}.
The blocks of the Hybrid Symmetric Design is then

B ∪H= {{1,2,3}, {1,4,5}, {1,6,7}, {2,4,6}, {2,5,7},
{3,4,7}, {3,5,6}, {4,5,6}, {2,3,6}, {1,5,7}}.

C. Analysis

In this section we analyze some important proper-

ties of Hybrid Symmetric Designs and Hybrid GQ

Designs. We will look for some useful properties

coming from underlying combinatorial design. Based

on these properties, we will analyze object share

probabilities between any pair of blocks inB ∪ H.

Proofs for the properties and theorem are given in the

appendix.

1) Hybrid Symmetric Design:

Property 1: For all Bj ∈ B and Hi ∈ H, ∃b ∈
Bj |b 6∈ Hi.

Property 1 does not hold among the blocks inH.

To see that, consider two such blocksHi andHj for

i 6= j. Assume thatHi andHj are selected amongk-

subsets of Complementary Design blocksBl andBk

respectively. Complementary Design of a Symmetric

Design has the property that, any pair of blocks has

n2 − n objects in common. Forn > 2, when (n2 −
n) > (n+1), it can be the case that randomly selected

blocks (k-subsets)Hi andHj are equivalent.

Property 2: Given key chain sizek = n+1, Hybrid

Symmetric Design can support network sizes up to:

(v
k) =

(
n2+n+1

n+1

)
.

This is the maximum network size that simple prob-

abilistic key pre-distribution scheme can support for

key-chain sizek = n + 1 and key-pool sizev =
n2 + n + 1. Probabilistic scheme can go beyond

this limit by simply increasing the key-pool sizev

for a fixed key-chain sizek. To provide the same

scalability, we will employ Hybrid GQ Designs and

discuss it in next section. For fixed key chain size

k = n+1, GQ(n, n2) will be able to generate designs

for networks up to:

(v
k) =

(
n4+n3+n+1

n+1

)
.

This is the upper limit of our deterministic algo-

rithms. Numerically, for key chain size of4, our

Hybrid GQ(n, n2) Design supports network sizes up

to 6.210.820. It supports (2, 54 × 1014) nodes for

k = 6, (8, 08× 1022) nodes fork = 8, (1, 18× 1032)
nodes fork = 10, (5, 78 × 1041) nodes fork = 12
and so on.

Consider blocksB ∪ H of the Hybrid Symmetric

Design. Any pair of blocks selected from this set can

be either one of the four compositions. Properties 3

to 6 below give probability of sharing at least one

object between pairs in each composition. Property-

7 presents probabilities for these compositions to

happen. Finally, Theorem-8 presents probability of

object share in Hybrid Symmetric Design.

Property 3: The probabilityPBB that any pair of

blocks in setB of Symmetric Design has exactly one

object in common isPBB = 1.

Property 4: Consider any pair of blocks inH
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where each one is picked among the subsets of a dis-

tinct Complementary Design blocks. The probability

PHH that these two blocks have at least one object in

common approaches to 1 as n (block size) increases.

Property 5: Consider any pair of blocks inH

where each of them is picked among the subsets of the

same Complementary Design block. The probability

PH that these two blocks have at least one object in

common is :

PH = 1−

(
n2−n−1

n+1

)
(

n2

n+1

) .

Property 6: Consider any pair of blocks(Hi, Bj)
∈ H×B whereHi ∈ H andBj ∈ B. The probability

PHB that these two blocks have at least one object in

common is:

1
2n2 + 3

2n + 1
n2 + n + 1

≤ PHB ≤ n2 + 2
n2 + n + 1

.

Property 7: Consider any pairing betweenN

blocks of B ∪H of Hybrid Symmetric Design. Any

pair of blocks selected from this set can be either

one of the four compositions. Probabilities for these

compositions are:

1) QBB = b(b−1)
N(N−1) , Both blocks can be fromB

2) QHB = 2b(N−b)
N(N−1) , One fromB and one fromH

3) QH = (N−b)(N−2b)
bN(N−1) , Both from H and subset

of the same Complementary Design block

4) QHH = (b−1)(N−b)2

bN(N−1) , Both from H and subset

of the distinct Complementary Design blocks

whereQBB + QHB + QH + QHH = 1.

Thus we have the following theorem:

Theorem 8:Probability PHSY M that any pair of

blocks shares a key in Hybrid Symmetric Design is:

PHSY M = PBBQBB+PHBQHB+PHQH+PHHQHH

2) Hybrid GQ Designs:

Property 9: Given key chain sizek = n+1, Hybrid

GQ Design can support network sizes up to:( v
s+1

)
=

(
(s+1)(st+1)

s+1

)
.

Consider blocksB ∪H of the Hybrid GQ Design.

Any pair of blocks selected from this set can be

either one of the four compositions. Properties 10

to 13 below give probability of sharing at least one

object between pairs in each composition. Property-

14 presents probabilities for these compositions to

happen. Finally, Theorem-15 presents probability of

object share in Hybrid GQ Design.

Property 10: The probability P ′
BB that any pair

of blocks in setB of GQ Design has exactly one

object in common is given in Table-V forGQ(q, q),
GQ(q, q2) andGQ(q2, q3).

Property 11: Consider any pair of blocks inH

where each one is picked among the subsets of a dis-

tinct Complementary Design blocks. The probability

P ′
HH that these two blocks have at least one object in

common approaches to 1 as n (block size) increases.

Property 12: Consider any pair of blocks inH

where each of them is picked among the subsets of the

same Complementary Design block. The probability

P ′
H that these two blocks have at least one object in

common is:

P ′
H = 1−

(
(s+1)(st−1)

s+1

)
(

st(s+1)
s+1

) .
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Property 13: Consider any pair of blocks(Hi, Bj)
∈ H×B whereHi ∈ H andBj ∈ B. The probability

P ′
HB that these two blocks have at least one object in

common is:

(s + 1)(t− s/2 + 1)
(t + 1)(st + 1)

≤ P ′
HB ≤ (st− s + t + 2)

(t + 1)(st + 1)
.

Property 14: Consider any pairing betweenN

blocks ofB∪H of Hybrid GQ Design. Block pairings

and their probabilities are the same as Property-7 forb

values listed in Table-II for eachGQ(q, q), GQ(q, q2)
andGQ(q2, q3).

Theorem 15:Probability PHGQ that any pair of

blocks shares a key in Hybrid GQ Design is:

PHGQ = P ′
BBQBB+P ′

HBQHB+P ′
HQH+P ′

HHQHH

V. COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

We have implementedRandom Key Pre-distribution

Schemeby Eschenaueret al. [9], Symmetric De-

sign, GQ(q, q), GQ(q, q2), Hybrid Symmetric Design,

and compared them with other. In random key pre-

distribution scheme, we initially generate a large pool

of P keys and their identities. For each sensor, we

uniformly randomly drawk keys from the key-poolP

without replacement. Thesek keys and key identities

form thekey-chainof a sensor node.

Basically, for a network of sizeN , we generateN

key-chains and assign them toN sensor nodes. Then,

we uniformly randomly distributeN nodes in to a

1× 1 unit grid. Every wireless sensor has a coverage

of radius r where r = d (ln N)/N , every node

within this coverage area is assumed to be a neighbor.

Note that, parameterd can be used to play with radius

r and therefore average degree of the network.

After the deployment, two neighboring nodes com-

pare the keys in their key-chains by using the key id’s.

If they have a key in common, it is used to secure

the communication. If there is no key in common,

they try to find a shortest possible path where each

pair of nodes on the path shares a key. Length of this

path is calledKey Path LengthwhereKey Path Length

for two nodes directly sharing a key is1. Average

Key Path Lengthis one of the factor that we use to

compare random key pre-distribution scheme with our

Combinatorial and Hybrid Design schemes.

Probability p that two key-chains share at least

one key is another factor we use in comparison. For

random key pre-distribution scheme, for a given key-

pool sizeP and key-chain sizek, Eschenaueret al.

[9] approximate probabilityp as:

PRAND = 1−
(1− k

P )2(P−k+1/2)

(1− 2k
P )(P−2k+1/2)

.

In Symmetric Design,PSY M = 1 since any pair

of key chains shares exactly one key. InGQ(s, t),
probability of key sharePQQ for GQ(q, q), PQQ2

for GQ(q, q2) andPQ2Q3 for GQ(q2, q3) is given in

analysis section of the GQ Design, in Table-V.

Probability of key sharePHSY M is given in analy-

sis section of the Hybrid Symmetric Design. Similarly,

probability of key sharePHGQ for Hybrid GQ Design

is given in analysis section of the Hybrid GQ Designs.

Following tables summarize the computational re-

sults: (i) analytical solution for probabilityp that two

key-chains share at least one key, and (ii) simulation

results forAverage Key Path Length.

Table-VIII compares Symmetric Design with Ran-

dom Key Pre-distribution scheme. For the same net-

work size, key-chain size and pool-size, Symmet-

ric Design provides better probability of key share

between any two key-chains. Simulation results for

average key path length supports this advantage. In

Random Key Pre-distribution scheme, a pair of nodes

requires go through path of1, 35 hops on average

to share a key and communicate securely. This path

length is1 for Symmetric Design since it guarantees
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that any pair of key-chains has exactly one key in

common.

Table-IX comparesGQ(q, q) with Random Key

Pre-distribution scheme.GQ(q, q) decreases key

chain size, causing a small decrease in key sharing

probability. Analytical solution shows that random

key pre-distribution scheme provides slightly better

probability of key share between key chains, but

GQ(q, q) is still competitive to random key pre-

distribution scheme. When two key chains do not

share a key,GQ(q, q) guarantees existence of third

block which shares a key with both.

Table-X comparesGQ(q, q2) with Random Key

Pre-distribution scheme. Generalized Quadrangle pro-

vides better key sharing probability and performs

better in simulation by producing shorterAverage Key

Path Lengths.

Table-XI comparesGQ(q2, q3) with Random Key

Pre-distribution scheme. Generalized Quadrangle pro-

vides much better key sharing probability, we ex-

pect that simulation results will produce again much

shorterAverage Key Path Lengthcompared to random

key pre-distribution scheme.

Table-XII compares Hybrid Symmetric Design with

Random Key Pre-distribution Scheme. Hybrid Sym-

metric Design makes use of Symmetric Design, yet

taking advantages of the scalability of probabilistic

approach. Given target network sizeN and key chain

size k for which there is no known design, compu-

tational results shows that Hybrid Symmetric Design

shows better performance than Probabilistic Design.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we presented novel approaches to

the key distribution problem in large scale sensor

networks. In contrast with prior work, our approach

is combinatorial based on Combinatorial Block De-

signs. We showed how to map from two classes of

combinatorial designs to deterministic key distribution

mechanisms. We remarked the scalability issues in

the deterministic constructions and proposed hybrid

mechanisms. Hybrid constructions combine a deter-

ministic core design with probabilistic extensions to

achieve key distributions to any network size.

The analysis and computational comparison to the

randomized methods show that the combinatorial

approach has clear advantages: (i) it increases the

probability of a pair of sensor nodes to share a key,

and (ii) decreases the key-path length while provides

scalability with hybrid approaches.
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APPENDIX

Proof: (Property-1) From the definition of Sym-

metric Design. Since any pair of blocks shares exactly

one object, a block inB can not be the subset of the

complement of another block inB.

Consider any blockHi ∈ H. Let Hi be picked

among the subsets of blockBl which is complemen-

tary of Symmetric Design blockBl. Assume that there

exist a blockBj ∈ B whereHi = Bj . We know that,

∀x, x ∈ Hi | x ∈ Bl andx 6∈ Bl. That means, blocks

Bj and Bl do not share an object, contradicting the

fact thatBj andBl are blocks of Symmetric Design.

Therefore, all blocks inH are distinct from the blocks

of the Symmetric Design.

Proof: (Property-2) This can be shown by using

definition of Symmetric Design. For any set ofk

objects from the object poolP , if it is not one of the
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blocks inB, there is an upper bound for the number

of blocks inB that objects of this set can appear in.

This upper bound is less than the total number of

Symmetric Design blocks. There are blocks inB that

this set does not share an object, but is a subset of

their complements.

Consider any setC of k objects from object pool

P whereC 6= Bi and1 ≤ i ≤ b. From the definition

of Symmetric Design, we know that, any pair of

elements of object pool must be in exactlyλ = 1
block of the Symmetric Design. Moreover, each object

must be inr = k blocks. Considerk objects in block

C. Consider the case whereC shares object with

maximum number of blocks. This happens whenC

sharesk − 1 objects with one of the blocks inB.

That means, remainingkth object will appear in other

r = n+1 blocks ofB. Each ofk−1 objects must be

pairing with kth objectλ = 1 time. Therefore,k − 1
objects will appear alone inr−2 = n−1 other blocks.

That means,C will share one or more objects with at

most:

1 + r + (r − 1)(r − 2) = n2 + 2.

blocks of inB. But, |B| = n2+n+1 andn2+n+1 >

n2 + 2 for n > 1. That means,∃Bj ∈ B|Bj ∪C = ∅
and∃Bj ∈ B|C ⊆ Bj . Therefore, Hybrid Design can

generate any set ofk objects from the object poolP .

Proof: (Property-3) This is direct result from

definition of Symmetric Design.

Proof: (Property-4) Instead of finding the prob-

ability, we bound it. Consider blocksHl and Hk in

H which are subsets ofBL and BK respectively.

Consider random variablesXi and Yi for 1 ≤ i ≤
n2 − n. Xi takes on value 1 ifith common element

in BL is selected. Similarly,Yi takes on value 1 ifith

common element inBK is selected. We are interested

in case whereXi and Yi both takes on value 1,

meaning that theith is selected for both blocks. We

define new indicatorZi = Xi.Yi:

E[Z] =
n2−n∑
i=1

E[Zi] =
n2−n∑
i=1

E[Xi]E[Yi]

E[Z] =
(

n + 1
n2

)2

(n2 − n) > 1.

E[Z] > 1 using Markov boundP (Z ≥ 1) ≤ E[Z]
and after checking second moment which shows no

significant variance, we conclude thatP (Z ≥ 1)
approaches to 1 as n increases.

Proof: (Property-5) Blocks inH are picked uni-

formly at random among the k-subsets of the Com-

plementary Design blocks. LetPH be the probability

that two k-subset of the same Complementary Design

block have no objects in common. Let L be the

number of all k-subsets of a Complementary Design

block of sizen2. A k-subset may pair withL − 1
other k-subsets and does not share an object with M

of them where:

PH = 1− PH , M =
(

n2−n−1
n+1

)
, L =

(
n2

n+1

)
PH =

M

L− 1
≈ M

(L)
.

Proof: (Property-6) From the definition of Sym-

metric Design, (i)Hi may be sharing at most two

objects with some blocks inB, (ii) Hi may be sharing

k−1 objects with exactly one of the blocks and share

one or two objects with some other blocks inB. In

the first case, an object needs to be coupled withk−1
objects ink − 1 different blocks and it needs to be

alone inr − k + 1 = 1 block. Number of the blocks

that Hi shares an object with will be:(
n+1

2

)
+ n + 1 =

1
2
n2 +

3
2
n + 1.

From the discussion in proof of Property-2, in the

second case,Hi will be sharing one or more objects

with n2 +2 blocks inB where|B| = b = n2 +n+1.

ThereforePHB will be:
1
2n2 + 3

2n + 1
n2 + n + 1

≤ PHB ≤ n2 + 2
n2 + n + 1

.
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Proof: (Property-7) There areN blocks in block

set B ∪H of Hybrid Symmetric Design. Consider a

pair of block uniformly randomly selected from this

set.

(1) probabilityQBB that both blocks are coming from

B is:

QBB =

(
b
2

)
(
N
2

) =
b(b− 1)

N(N − 1)
.

(2) probability QHB that one block comes fromH

(|H| = N − b) and other fromB (|B| = b)is:

QHB =
b(N − b)(

N
2

) =
2b(N − b)
N(N − 1)

.

Note that probability that both blocks are selected

from H is:(
N−b

2

)
(
N
2

) =
(N − b)(N − b− 1)

N(N − 1)
.

(3) N − b blocks in H are uniformly randomly

selected among thek-subset of theb Complemen-

tary Design blocks. That means,(N − b)/b blocks

are selected amongk-subset of each Complementary

Design block. Therefore, probabilityQH that both

blocks are fromH and are subsets of the same

Complementary Design block is:

QH =
(N − b)(N − b− 1)

N(N − 1)

b
(

(N−b)/b
2

)
(

N−b
2

)
=

(N − 2b)(N − b)
bN(N − 1)

.

(4) Probability QHH that both blocks are fromH

and are subsets of the distinct Complementary Design

block is:

QHH =
(N − b)(N − b− 1)

N(N − 1)

1−
b
(

(N−b)/b
2

)
(

N−b
2

)


=
(b− 1)(N − b)2

bN(N − 1)
.

Proof: (Theorem-8) Consider any pairing be-

tweenN blocks ofB ∪H of Hybrid Symmetric De-

sign. Any pair of blocks selected from this set can be

either one of the four compositions given in Property-

7 (with probabilitiesQBB, QHB, QH and QHH ).

Probability of sharing at least one object between pairs

of each composition is given in Properties 3, 4, 5

and 6 (PBB, PHB, PH andPHH ). Then, probability

PHSY M that any pair of blocks shares at least one

key in Hybrid Symmetric Design is:

PHSY M = PBBQBB+PHBQHB+PHQH+PHHQHH

Proof: (Property-9) Similar to proof of Property-

2. This can be shown by using definition of GQ

Design. For any set ofk objects from the object pool

P , if it is not one of the blocks inB, there is an upper

bound for the number of blocks inB that objects

of this set can appear in. This upper bound is less

than the total number of GQ Design blocks. There

are blocks inB that this set does not share an object,

but is a subset of their complements.

Consider any setC of k objects from object pool

P where C 6= Bi and 1 ≤ i ≤ b. Consider the

case whereC shares object with maximum number

of blocks. From the definition of GQ Design, this

happens when setC sharess objects with a block

in B. That means, remaining(s + 1)th object will

appear in othert + 1 blocks ofB. Each ofs objects

must be pairing with(s+1)th object once. Therefore,

s object will appear alone int− 1 other blocks. That

means,C will share one or more objects with at most:

1 + (t + 1) + s(t− 1) = st + t− s + 2.

blocks inB. But, there are(t + 1)(st + 1) blocks in

GQ Design andst2+st+t+1 >> st+t−s+2. That

means,∃Bj ∈ B|Bj ∪ C = ∅ and∃Bj ∈ B|C ⊆ Bj .

Therefore, Hybrid Design can generate any set ofk

objects from the object poolP .
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Proof: (Property-11) From the discussion in

property-4 it follows.

Proof: (Property-12) From the discussion in

property-5 it follows.

Proof: (Property-13) From the discussion in

property-6 it follows.

Proof: (Theorem-15) Similar to Theorem-8.

From Properties 10, 11, 12, 13 and 14 it follows.


